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EYE Lighting LEDioc® Retrofit Makes
a Campus Roadway Brighter, Safer
LEDioc®
A Fast HID to LED
Solution for Street/Area,
Historic Districts, City
Parks & Recreation,
Campuses, Glass or
Plastic Lens Post Tops
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Quick, flexible conversion
Replaces up to 250W HPS
or 175W Metal Halide
Excellent energy savings
Great visual appeal
Affordable alternative
Maintain light center length
of existing luminaire

EYE Lighting LEDioc replacement LED lamps were the
ideal upgrade solution for the University of Louisville.
The unique, patented LEDioc lamp makes it easy and
cost-effective to change from HID to LED.

www.eyelighting.com

The University of Louisville reduces
annual operating cost by 85%
The University of Louisville, located on the banks of the Ohio River in the Commonwealth
of Kentucky since 1798, has earned its reputation as one of the country’s leading
educational institutions. The splendid campus is near the heart of the city, and the
University prides itself on the architecture of its buildings and the beautifully landscaped
grounds. The major thoroughfare into the campus is Eastern Parkway, heavily travelled
day and night.
As the final step of a campus-wide lighting retrofit, the University of Louisville facility
maintenance staff decided to replace Eastern Parkway’s 82 existing 250W high pressure
sodium luminaires with LED technology. The poles along the road fit the landscape
nicely, and it was not in the budget to replace them. So they needed a post-top
retrofit solution that delivered quality lighting, and could be economically installed by
University maintenance personnel. Several months of searching revealed no product
that fit the specification, until they connected with EYE Lighting and the LEDioc
engineered LED solution.

UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE | EYE LEDioc® Solutions
LEDioc is EYE Lighting’s unique, patented LED lamp designed specifically
for retrofitting post top luminaires. Combined with EYE’s expertise in
custom re-engineering of the mechanical package, the solution for
customers like Louisville becomes attractive financially. “We lead the
industry in our capability to provide custom LED retrofit solutions that
result in improved lighting quality, and a payback timeframe that is
especially attractive to educational institutions,” said Greg Barry, VP of
Sales and Marketing for EYE Lighting.
_____________________________________________________________________

“The cost of operating the 82 Eastern Parkway luminaires
was reduced by more than 85%, with kilowatt hours
dropping from over 100,000 per year to 12,000.”
- Matt Minard project leader for Eco Engineering
_____________________________________________________________________

The University’s partner in the project was Eco Engineering of Cincinnati.
The company has performed thousands of lighting upgrades in
millions of square feet of space. Matt Minard was the project leader
for Eco Engineering: “A primary goal for the Eastern Parkway phase of
the retrofit was lighting quality; we needed to assure a superior visual
environment for both pedestrian and vehicular traffic. We called EYE
Lighting because we learned of their growing capability replacing HID
post-tops with a custom designed LED light source. We sent a sample
luminaire to their engineering team, and the end result was a perfect
LED retrofit kit. I believe the EYE LEDioc lamp was the best, if not the
only, solution for this application.
“The installation process was more than a pleasant surprise,” Minard
continued. “It took only 20 minutes per pole to replace the old light
source with the new 57W LEDioc, and the crew said it was simple and
easy. And when the new lights were turned on, the news got even
better. The light level is excellent, and the bright, crisp visual environment
is just what Louisville was looking for. They are delighted with new
lighting. It looks great.
“The EYE Lighting team was easy to work with… they provided superior
service and delivered a great product. The project was a success and
we look forward to working with them again,” concluded Minard.

LEDioc® Retrofit Solutions for
Decorative Post Tops and Pendants
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UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE UPGRADE OVERVIEW:
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Luminaires

Existing
System

LEDioc
Retrofit Solution

•

82

250W HPS

57W (5000 CCT)

Wattage Cost of Operating
Reduction
Reduction

233W

25W, 37W and 57W versions available
2100 to 6700 Lumens
3000K, 4000K & 5000K CCT
Fast HID to LED conversion for existing
HID post top and pendant luminaires
Patent Pending 7-Pin Wireless Controls
Capability (some models)
ETL Recognized LED Lamp

85%
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